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Class: VI E
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and Mother Teresa have in common? How did they understand and relate it to others?
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The Virtual Class Assembly of VI E on the topic “How to identify interpersonal intelligence
among students? What did Helen Keller and Mother Teresa have in common? How did they
understand and relate it to others was held on 28th October 2021. The docket began with the
Gayatri Mantra followed by a welcome speech.
The Assembly elucidated various strategies to identify the Interpersonal skills among
students.


Articulation: It exhibited how students progress with self-confidence.



Facsimile: Models made by the students were shown through a slide presentation to
emphasize “How School Promotes Peer teaching “and its significance in improving their
collaborative learning experience.



Racking Brains: Students displayed their skills of “problem-solving” through Brainvita
and Rubric Cube. Problem-solving develops sharper reflexes and incredible eye-hand
coordination. Quick reflexes can additionally help identify items quickly, read, and notice
colours or even patterns.



Catechize: Students exhibited Teamwork by playing a quiz.



Dumb Charades: Students enacted certain actions to emphasize “How school builds
Interpersonal skills, through nonverbal communication by reading body language and
improving communication skills through dumb charades.



Pictionary: Logical skills, Creativity, and memory retention among students can be
induced and progressed through Pictionary.



Animated Confabulation: An animated confabulation on the life and lessons of Helen
Keller was well conferred by the students through animation with their voice-over.



Puppet Show: Students used handmade puppets to enlighten and emphasize on the
Teachings of Mother Teresa.



DAV ites Accomplishments: Students showcased Awards and certificates received in
various competitions (Sports, Olympiads, Yoga, Speech) at School, National, and
International levels.



Instrumental Ensemble: brought to fore the skills of students in playing a variety of
musical instruments in a symphony.
These programs portrayed how these activities are incorporated by our school across
classes to improve interpersonal intelligence, which is the ability to interact effectively
with others through teamwork, peer teaching, problem-solving and boosting selfconfidence among students. Lastly, Sujatha ma’am gave her feedback on the program and
commended the comperes for their flawless script. Ma’am also appreciated the creative
skills of the students.
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